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Testimonials Of A Biblical Christian 2012-10-18 in the beginning there was no religion noah
had no religion no bible no ten commandments no church yet he was the only righteous man on
earth before god flooded the world at the end of days of linear time in the new heaven and new
earth of eternity there is no religion no bible no temple god and jesus are the temple of
eternity and only the righteous will dwell with them between the great flood and the future
coming of the new heaven and new earth man has created thousands of religions and sects in the
vain attempt to appease god much of what is preached in church today is a far cry from the
true meaning of scripture attending church has become an entertaining social gathering rather
than the original intention edification of the word of god his holy bible this book ties
together scripture for a common sense understanding of god s words in the holy bible exposing
false interpretations of religion verse manipulated dogma supportive verses from the king
james holy bible are inclusive for verification here is some of what you will learn the exact
day of the rapture peter was not the first pope jesus eight woes against religion the book of
revelation demystified easter is an ancient pagan holiday do you really need water baptism the
exact date of the crucifixion of jesus righteous judgment of your neighbor the final prophet
jesus dead saints and christians are not in heaven saints do not perform miracles 7 essential
christian requirements what is the book of life is your name on the roster
The Mark of a Christian 2007-04 the mark of a christian provides biblical insights into
matters often misunderstood in today s church the author s depth of knowledge concerning the
bible and his ability to explain difficult issues in simple language makes this book a must
for all who claim the title of christian it doesn t matter whether you re a young believer or
well grounded in the words of scripture the mark of a christian will provide new and exciting
insights on a wide range of issues the elegant chapter what love is will be an inspiration to
faithful christians for generations to come in this chapter the author carefully analyzes key
passages dealing with the issue other areas such as the trinity baptism prayer generational
curses christian giving and more are dealt with in a straightforward easy to read manner as it
should be from the first page to the last jesus christ is the author s focus emlen s charlie



garrett was born and raised in sarasota florida he and hideko his wife of 22 years have two
grown children tangerine and thorr charlie lived in japan and malaysia while in the us air
force after moving back to america he met the lord jesus in early 2001 and has the great
desire to tell all about the love of this wonderful one he has a website wonderful1 com and he
is the sunday school teacher at sarasota korean baptist church he is a wastewater treatment
operator by trade and most of his free time is spent either reading or teaching the bible or
teaching english he enjoys studying japanese korean greek and hebrew as well
The Fundamentals of the Christian Faith 2009-09-21 in our busy society many christians find it
hard to take the time to read and understand larger systematic theology and apologetic defense
of the faith books the fundamentals of the christian faith gives a clear and concise
explanation of several essential bible doctrines to help ground believers in the christian
faith and equip them with practical knowledge in basic apologetics this book is the result of
many years of bible study evangelistic work and apologetic research and debate it will help to
prepare anyone who wants to do the work of evangelism make disciples of christ and refute many
false teachings that exist in our world today
5 Things Christians Must Do 2018-10-01 original title five musts of the christian life and
other sermons this book is a refreshing interesting and yet challenging look at five essential
aspects of healthy christian living these are not new of course as nothing can be added to
what s been already recorded in scripture rather the topics as they are written are a breath
of fresh air in simplicity of presentation yet striking to the core of what is necessary in
order to truly follow christ 1 the must of the new birth 2 the must of sacrifice 3 the must of
the decreasing self 4 the must of service 5 the must of spiritual worship and of the holy
spirit included are chapters on the holy spirit god s faithfulness and more
Unity Without Compromise 2020-01-25 church unity what is it for many it s the belief that we
serve the same god believe the same savior died for our sins and look to the same book for
inspiration but beyond these affections things change rapidly how does the new christian
convert find the right church why can t a seasoned believer attend any church in the world and



feel right at home something is terribly wrong never has the church body been more divided
precisely at a time when society is crumbling under unwholesome worldly influences and
political pressures the accepted norm of a divided church has catastrophically weakened the
outreach of christian disciples to those who desperately need god but where do we start author
steve latulippe offers a path to church unity without compromise of scripture by clearly
defining the causes and effects of division and by offering solid biblical solutions for
christian union in his new book unity without compromise a biblical basis for christian union
steve boldly confronts the teachings beliefs and practices that commonly divide us and he
proposes solid principles that can meld all christians into a unified body according to god s
design backed by recognized bible scholars and theologians steve gives a straightforward
analysis of how greatly the church has drifted from jesus s heartfelt prayer on his way to the
garden of gethsemane that they all may be one christian union derives simply from a pure heart
and a solid understanding of what the bible really says we therefore must learn how to make
god s message say precisely what god meant so that we may observe these things only steve s
hope is that readers will be awakened to the devastating consequences of a divided church and
commit to placing god and the bible at the forefronts of their faith again if your goal is to
be a true ambassador for christ read and see how you can actually be an answer to jesus s own
prayer and then be that answer a church united is a powerhouse for good and the harvest is
riper than ever to hear the truth of god s word steven a latulippe md is a practicing family
physician a retired united states air force officer and aviator and an ordained minister he
attended boise bible college and cincinnati bible seminary and has always focused on sound
interpretation his yearning to bring christians together as a force for good in the world
arises from visiting many churches across the nation and globe always seeing the unlimited
potential of those who faithfully work to serve our mighty lord jesus christ
Baptism 1989 scripture is far from silent on the subject of baptism yet history is strewn with
such a variety of perspectives that it becomes difficult to gain a clear view of what the
bible itself actually has to say how would the original readers of acts romans or colossians



have understood the texts concerning baptism when they read them for the very first time how
do readers of today understand the baptismal references of the new testament if they have no
particular commitment to a certain theological point of view in thirteen chapters dr cottrell
discusses the twelve major texts in the new testament and does so by examining the meaning of
the original words the historical background and the comparative references the texts covered
matthew 28 18 20 mark 16 15 16 john 3 3 5 acts 2 38 39 acts 22 16 romans 6 3 4 1 corinthians
12 13 galatians 3 26 27 ephesians 5 25 27 colossians 2 11 13 titus 3 5 1 peter 3 21 p 4 of
cover
The Character of Christian Scripture 2011-10 an internationally renowned expert in canonical
interpretation illuminates the two testament character of scripture and its significance for
the contemporary church
Included in Christ 2017-06-06 a new kind of bible study after the success of her first two
books heather holleman received many requests to write a bible study and as a college english
instructor she wanted to make sure it really taught and didn t simply inform so she surveyed
several women about what their dream study would look like then got to work the result is
included in christ a narrative driven study where you can bring your life before scripture in
the context of community together women will discern their personal shadow narratives ways
they are living outside of their identity in christ and then rewrite those narratives
according to biblical truth this in depth 8 week study in ephesians willequip women with six
signature stories of god s work in their lives helping them combat exclusion loneliness
weakness decay emptiness and silence designed to facilitate honest sharing and help you
internalize biblical truth included in christ will provide community and connectedness as well
as spiritual nourishment it will also guide you in how to share your story and the hope of
christ with someone who doesn t yet know him
A Biblical and Theological Dictionary 1851 in the great omission respected missions thinker
robertson mcquilkin answers the question how is it with so many unreached peoples there are so
few christians going he investigates the reasons so few attempt to carry the message of christ



to the multitudes who have never heard of him not only is mcquilkin wellversed on trends and
strategies in world missions he also knows how to present the challenge of world evangelism in
an unforgettable way
The Great Omission 1984 who would you rather believe for the security of your soul god or man
don t you really want to know what god says about the important things regarding the salvation
of your soul and of the christian faith instead of hoping that what you believe or have been
taught is really true in this powerful and insightful book ramirez plunges into the bible head
first and presents the truths about the fundamental doctrines of the christian faith in an
easy to read style through god s own words can anybody afford to rest his or her eternal soul
on what anybody other than god has put forth as truth this book provides all the necessary
answers that you need for the security of your soul and an eternity with god
Biblical Christian Fundamentals 2021-04-12 ten positive role models from the bible a few good
men presents the reader with 10 positive role models from the bible from obedient noah to
loyal onesiphorous these character sketches combine dramatic story telling with challenging
and insightful comment what kind of man do you want to be who do you admire rugged sportsmen
smooth film stars and wild rock musicians all compete for our admiration but are these men the
role models that we should aspire to be solidly founded on biblical narrative these chapters
will challenge and inspire readers to examine the struggles and temptations of these biblical
men who face the same struggles that men still face today
A Few Good Men 2008-02-01 warning this book could make your life messy today s church is
continually being confronted with the question what is the gospel many churches answer this
through strong exposition of biblical truth others answer with a focus on community engagement
but doesn t christ call us to do both the covenant of salvation demands a radical re
patterning of relationships bryan lorrits a pastor in the heart of one of america s
historically racially divided urban centers seizes the opportunity to engage god the church
and culture in ways that may challenge your beliefs practices and relationships a cross shaped
gospel clearly articulates the vertical dimension of the christian faith as well as looking at



the horizontal implications of salvation for growth service and community it provokes readers
to think about the implications of living out their faith what does the gospel mean for issues
of political engagement class distinctions race relations it is only by reaching upward that
we can reach outward in power and with the proper motives so let a cross shaped gospel help
you in crafting and communicating a biblical philosophy of engaging god and others well
A Biblical and Theological Dictionary 1842 groundbreaking author brian mclaren voice of the
christian emergent movement and author of the new kind of christian series poses ten
controversial questions that could lead to a radical redefinition of the christian faith what
is the overarching storyline of the bible what is the gospel why is sexuality such a divisive
issue among christians how should followers of jesus relate to people of other religions
mclaren gives his own responses to these questions inviting the reader to a new and generous
way of thinking about christianity
A Biblical and Theological Dictionary 1832 the gospel coalition 2022 book award winner
academic theology southwestern journal of theology 2022 book of the year award honorable
mention hermeneutics bible reference biblical backgrounds two experts in exegesis and
dogmatics show how christology and the doctrine of the trinity are grounded in scripture and
how knowledge of these topics is critical for exegesis the book outlines key theological
principles and rules for the exegesis of christian scripture making it an ideal textbook for
hermeneutics and interpretation courses the authors explore how the triune god revealed in
christ shapes scripture and its readers and how doctrinal rules intrinsic to scripture help
guide exegesis
A Cross-Shaped Gospel 2011-10-01 this monumental work is the first comprehensive biblical
theology to appear in many years and is the culmination of brevard child s lifelong commitment
to constructing a biblical theology that surmounts objections to the discipline raised over
the past generation childs rejects any approaches that overstress either the continuity or
discontinuity between the old and new testaments he refuses to follow the common pattern in
christian thought of identifying biblical theology with the new testament s interest in the



old rather childs maps out an approach that reflects on the whole christian bible with its two
very different voices each of which retains continuing integrity and is heard on its own terms
A New Kind of Christianity 2010-02-18 today many thoughtful and compassionate christians are
addressing the challenge of alleviating poverty but while much progress has been made many
well intentioned efforts have led christians to actions that are not only ineffective but
leave the most vulnerable in a worse situation than before is there a better answer combining
biblical exegesis with proven economic principles for the least of these a biblical answer to
poverty equips christians with both a solid biblical and economic understanding of how best to
care for the poor and foster sustainable economic development with contributions from fifteen
leading christian economists theologians historians and practitioners it presents the case for
why a multi faceted approach is needed and why a renewed focus on markets and trade are the
world s best hope for alleviating poverty and serving those in financial need
Biblical Reasoning 2022-07-05 what is a christian this is a truly vital question because never
ending happiness or everlasting horror hinges upon understanding the correct biblical answer
to it yet few questions have provoked so much confusion ryan mcgraw lays out what it means to
be a christian in terms of what one believes what one experiences and what one does a full
orbed christianity of head heart and hands if you are investigating what it means to follow
jesus christ if you are wrestling with the question of whether you are truly saved if you
desire to grow as a christian by getting back to the basics or if you are seeking to help
others here are simple and clear answers from the holy scriptures
Biblical Theology of the Old and New Testaments 1992 a clear guide to help readers understand
why they can trust the bible we are often told we can no longer assume that the bible is
trustworthy from social media memes to popular scholarship so many attacks have been launched
on the believability of scripture that many have serious questions about the bible such as did
jesus actually live did the biblical writers invent their message how can we trust the gospels
since they were written so long after jesus lived how can we believe a bible that is full of
internal contradictions with itself and external contradictions with science aren t the



biblical manuscripts we have just copies of copies that are so corrupted they don t represent
what the original authors wrote why should we believe the books that are in the bible since
many good ones were left out like the gospel of thomas why trust the bible when there are so
many contradictory translations of it if you find yourself unable to answer questions such as
these but wanting to why i trust the bible by eminent bible scholar and translator william
mounce is for you these questions and more are discussed and answered in a reasoned definitive
and winsome way the truth is that the bible is better attested and more defensible today than
it ever has been questions about the bible are perhaps the most significant challenge
confronting christian faith today but they can be answered well and in a way which will lead
to a deeper appreciation for the truth and ongoing relevance of the bible
For the Least of These 2015-04-21 lifechange bible studies train you in good bible study
practices even as you enjoy a robust and engaging bible study experience learn the skill as
you study the word your study of the scriptures will never be the same at its heart the
christian life is about relationships loving god our neighbors and our brothers and sisters in
christ in this lifechange topical bible study you ll learn what life is supposed to be like in
god s family a life that is patterned after the eternal relationship between the father son
and holy spirit social isolation has such a devastating impact because god created us for
community a pandemic and the rise of social media has amplified this isolation this lifechange
study guides you towards genuine biblical community the lifechange topical studies are
optimized for small group use every study is broken down into 8 9 sessions of about 45 minutes
each session includes questions interpretation and application of a passage to the topic
personally focused your response question for further study section that gives readers another
passage to explore around the topic callouts that include language study historical context
and illuminating quotes from commentaries
What Is a Christian? 2014-04-21 the church in god s program is a biblical study covering the
entire scope of the church its beginning government ministries and the new covenant
Why I Trust the Bible 2021-09-14 the acclaimed bible scholar and author of the historical



jesus and god empire the greatest new testament scholar of our generation john shelby spong
grapples with scripture s two conflicting visions of jesus and god one of a loving god and one
of a vengeful god and explains how christians can better understand these passages in a way
that enriches their faith many portions of the new testament introduce a compassionate jesus
who turns the other cheek loves his enemies and shows grace to all but the jesus we find in
revelation and some portions of the gospels leads an army of angels bent on earthly
destruction which is the true revelation of the messiah and how can both be in the same bible
how to read the bible and still be a christian explores this question and offers guidance for
the faithful conflicted over which version of the lord to worship john dominic crossan
reconciles these contrasting views revealing how different writers of the books of the bible
not only possessed different visions of god but also different purposes for writing often
these books are explicitly competing against another opposing vision of god from the bible
itself crossan explains how to navigate this debate and offers what he believes is the best
central thread to what the bible is all about he challenges christians to fully participate in
this dialogue thereby shaping their faith by reading deeply reflectively and in community with
others who share their uncertainty only then he advises will christians be able to read and
understand the bible without losing their faith
Christian Community 2022-09-06 call us a biblical christian family first published in 2006
addresses age segregated education system failings asks questions such as where should our
children be found home or institution who does the word of god the bible hold responsible for
raising and educating our progeny challenges twenty first century parenting mind sets and more
in a world that is seeing increasing numbers of young people facing depression and dwindling
feelings of self worth in an increasing pressurised education system something needs to change
do we have the same worldview concerning our young ones as god we will not find a scripture
stating parents home educate so what does the bible say it is time to read call us a biblical
christian family antoinette and her husband have home educated their six children from birth
to their application to tertiary for more than twenty five years



The Character of Jesus Portrayed 1866 american agnostic argues that the true worth of an
american should not be based on an individual s faith or uncertainty in the reality of a
biblical god american agnostic is an atempt by author raymond a hult to bridge the unfortunate
gap of mistrust and disrespect that too often currently exists in america between members of
the christian majority and the agnostic minority hult places the responsibility for achieving
a mutually respectful understanding equally on the shoulders of both those who fervently
believe in the christian god and those who are as yet still unsure he tries to show that moral
behavior is more often than not unrelated to a person s religious persuasion american agnostic
engages christians and agnostics in a frank discussion of the main differences of opinion that
separate both groups in regard to the authenticity of the bible and the reality of the god as
presented therein drawing on his transformation from a devout christina leader to a
questioning agnostic the author recounts in detail the thought process that led to his gradual
change of belief he respectively defends this change as reasonable and deserving of serious
consideration he seeks to portray the agnostic in a more favorable light and that there is
nothing inherently evil with admitting that a sure knowledge of god may not be so sure after
all
The Church in Gods Program 1974-08-21 who is god it is a question that has been asked
throughout the expanse of human history and has been answered in a myriad of ways answers have
ranged from the worship of inanimate objects nature s wonders and fictitious characters to the
worship of the true and everlasting god as revealed in the bible however even using the bible
as a common reference there have been a multitude of different interpretations of who god is
what his character is what his desire is for us and how we relate to him this book draws from
the biblical record a view of god that is supported by scripture rather than from conjecture
and outside sources where there seem to be inconsistent perspectives present in the scripture
i have tried to identify them but conclude with the predominate perspective as the most
tenable it makes sense that god in communicating to people would help us by making the correct
view predominate in drawing from the bible i have found that god is a loving father in heaven



that all people are his children that he loves his children and desires that all be saved that
he has provided a means by which all may be saved through his son jesus christ that in our day
god reveals himself through the holy ghost among other ways and that the father son and holy
ghost comprise one god you will find that the bulk of this work is a quotation of scripture
organized by topic in relation to the identity of god commentary has been added in an attempt
to summarize the concepts i believe are conveyed in the scriptures however the commentary
comprises a lessor portion of the work the work may almost be thought of as a topical
concordance concerning the identity of god with limited commentary at any rate the reader is
invited to review the cited scriptural references in addition to all others contained in the
scriptures and draw his or her own conclusion based on the content and on the witness of the
holy ghost the scriptures declare that the holy ghost is the testator of all truth and that
when we sincerely seek the truth we shall find it i have found the references cited in this
work helpful in aiding my own search for the answer to the question who is god i am confident
that they will do the same for you
How to Read the Bible and Still Be a Christian 2016-07-26 this book is about stating gospel
especially in the bible after surveying historical statements of gospel within their
respective soteriology biblical contexts are explored that identify either 1 as gospel 2
promise forgiveness 3 promise everlasting life 4 promise kingdom or 5 promise resurrection
with christ these five statements indicate the outcomes that are normally associated with the
gospel across christendom this framework provides legitimate biblical gospel statements within
exclusive salvation in christ this volume presents and appropriates biblical gospel patterns
as a new reformation for fullness of salvation in christ and his earthly kingdom this variety
of biblical gospel statements provoke 1 unity around jesus christ and god s gracious salvation
2 toleration concerning rival statements of christian gospel and 3 jettisoning unsupported
traditional frameworks for example ticket christianity with little or no life change except
past faith and an experience prepare jesus christ to say to a major section of the church
depart from me i never knew you better to hear the eschatological christ say come blessed of



my father inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world because to the
extent that you did to these brothers of mine even the least you did to me
Salvation History 1962 many people sense that there is something profoundly wrong with
combining the christian faith with the philosophy of hedonism but few people are able to
explain why christian hedonism is a false doctrine this short book sets out to evaluate john
piper s teaching in the light of scripture we see how he amends the westminster shorter
catechism to say that the chief end of man is to glorify god by enjoying him forever we see
how he creates a new commandment delight yourself in the lord from psalm 37 4 and then tells
christians that the vocation of their lives is to seek maximum pleasure in god we observe how
he extols the worldly worship of a passion conference we learn of his new definition of love
as holy divine eros we note how he cleverly digs up scripture to find a happy god we see how
scripture is twisted to make the claim that the apostle paul and the lord jesus himself were
christian hedonists this book provides clear evidence that antinomianism is the underlying
error upon which christian hedonism is built
Call Us a Biblical Christian Family 2017-02-11 in this book donald mckim examines reformed
beliefs on sixteen theological topics including scripture the trinity sin salvation the person
of jesus and baptism he also discusses distinctive emphases of the reformed faith and shows
how reformed beliefs relate to the broader ecumenical family of christian teachings
American Agnostic 2009-11-25 terrorism same sex marriage debt cancellation the aids pandemic
these are just some of the critical contemporary issues addressed in this book issues facing
christians today helps thinking christians sift through and respond to a sweeping array of
complex and pressing topics thoroughly revised and updated by roy mccloughry and fully
endorsed by john stott this fourth edition continues a two decades plus legacy of bringing
important current issues under the lens of biblically informed thinking combining a keen
global awareness with a gift for penetrating analysis the authors examine such vital topics as
pluralism and christian witness cohabitation environmentalism and ecological stewardship war
and peace abortion and euthanasia and much more an entirely new chapter on bio engineering has



been contributed by professor john wyatt of university college london including a study guide
issues facing christians today is essential reading for christians who wish to engage our
culture with insight passion and faith knowing that the gospel is as relevant and deeply
needed today as at any time in history as the culture wars continue this book will remain a
critical contribution helping to define christian social and ethical thinking in the years
ahead
Who is God? 2019-04-03 revised edition a straightforward encouraging and practical discussion
of the biblical imperatives for and the immeasurable blessings of generous financial
stewardship
The Gospel 2017-10-26 this christian formation text combines insights from social science
biblical studies and ethics to present a dynamic vision of human holiness and wholeness
Christian Hedonism? a Biblical Examination of John Piper's Teaching 2017-08-29 on the sixth
day of creation god formed adam from the dust of the earth god then formed eve from adam s
side from this day forward man was to leave his father and mother and cleave to his wife the
two are joined together by god in a permanent one flesh relationship after man fell the sins
of adultery fornication polygamy and divorce altered god s intention for marriage this was
true of those both outside and inside god s covenant community by the time the lord jesus
christ came in the flesh the traditions of judaism had either changed or nullified god s
command for marriage the lord jesus christ came and stated god s original intent for marriage
1 permanence the husband and wife are one flesh they are permanently joined in a covenant
relationship for life no person has the legal or moral authority to end what god has joined
together no sin or legal document can dissolve the one flesh bond 2 forgiveness this is christ
s emphasis in dealing with sin when one spouse fails the love of christ compels the other to
forgive hardness of heart is the cause of unforgiveness and results in divorce because of the
biblical teachings of jesus and paul the early church held to the permanence of marriage over
the centuries christ s commands on the permanence of marriage have been either changed or
nullified they have been replaced with the traditions of men in theory christians are taught



that they may divorce and remarry if their spouse commits adultery or deserts them in practice
many evangelical christians are divorcing and remarrying for almost any reason the lord jesus
christ taught god s original intentions regarding forgiveness and divorce the word of god has
not changed what god has joined together let no man separate mark 10 9
Introducing the Reformed Faith 2001-01-01 every tribe and tongue offers a way first to
rediscover biblical stories and principles that relate to questions about immigration and
societal multilingualism and second to outline possible ways to guide thoughtful engagement in
the discourse of the public square based on the biblical witness we will try to show that far
from being an afterthought in the bible the call to love our neighbors and to gather people of
every nation together in the worship of god is at the very core of the gospel message two
powerful passions animate this book from beginning to end first this work is saturated in a
deeply rooted love of the diversity of human languages that are one of god s gracious gifts to
human beings second this book is dedicated to calling the north american church to take
seriously its charge not simply to love the stranger and alien but to live as strangers and
aliens within the american nation to which it has been called to witness to jesus christ
Issues Facing Christians Today 2011-04-19 today s christianity is broken and ineffective as
seen by the fact that generations of people don t want anything to do with the jesus they see
in christians the reality is that a christian worldview simply doesn t work in the real
everyday world in which they live jesus however not only came to give people eternal life but
also to radically change and give them life today how this happens was the question posed by
the author who had a personal challenge that was destroying his family and his career as a
pastor the christian solutions were not working forcing him to ask jesus outside of a miracle
how do you change a life the answer he discovered was the set free nowww principles the basis
of a biblical worldview when believers in jesus meet their needs in their own or society s way
follow unbiblical ways of processing daily life or rely upon christian clichés they ll
experience disappointment disillusionment and disaster processing daily life through a
biblical worldview will change their life from the inside out bringing with it peace love



significance and security each day not just on sunday more than a sunday faith is not more
whats but the how to s of living with a biblical worldview it is not a book just to be read
but principles to be lived each day the author gives a number of practical tools to have and
practice real faith throughout the week as this happens not only will christians experience
the life jesus offers but the generations who don t want anything to do with him just might
want the jesus they see in them
The Grace of Giving 1972 what happens to christians when they die does heaven really exist and
what is the eternal future of god s people heaven life beyond the grave a biblical christian
view of victory over death tackles these fascinating and many other questions most books about
heaven are airy fairy they are derived more from imagination and speculation than clear
biblical teaching nor do most books about heaven offer any explanation about what heaven truly
is or is all about within the framework of a coherent worldview this book seeks to remedy that
by setting forth scriptural truths relating to the biggest questions about heaven and life
throughout eternity especially for christian believers especially for christian believers this
is important non christians are certainly welcome to read this book but just know that it is
written entirely from a biblical christian perspective is the bible a reliable source of
information about heaven or any other topic this question is addressed along with a great free
resource provided for even more information about why the bible is true the focus in this book
however is really on heaven what makes this book different from others about heaven it
presents a view of heaven that logically fits within the entire biblical story of god s
redemptive plan for mankind it simply and biblically lays out the story of the eternal future
of god s people as taught in the bible discover why the bible is a sure word from god about
the existence of heaven how heaven fits into the entire scheme of god s redemptive plan for
mankind why the book of genesis gives us a glimpse of the glories awaiting god s people in
heaven the mistake of thinking heaven is the ultimate eternal destination of christians when
sin and death entered the world and god s great plan to fix the cosmos the real underlying sin
committed by adam and eve and why it s still the root of all sins a biblical definition for



death it s probably different than what most people think it is how death figures into your
existence and the various stages of god s plan of redemption how god is planning a paradise
but not in the heaven that now is why those who die in this life are not disembodied spirits
for all of eternity are nde near death experiences proofs of a biblical view of the afterlife
what the bible says happens when we die the biblical reason why physical death is an unnatural
separation of a soul from its body how god s people are presently comforted in paradise heaven
the reality that heaven now is simply a foretaste of amazing events yet to come the one thing
that will not be included in the resurrection bodies of god s people when death is permanently
destroyed for god s people does the bible teach there will be a brand new physical world in
the future plus will time exist in the future how could anyone be happy if they have loved
ones in hell are evildoers really punished for all of eternity and if so does that make god
unfair do our beloved pets go to heaven if you really want to understand the biggest truths
regarding what the bible teaches about heaven then this book is for you with heaven life
beyond the grave a biblical christian view of victory over death you can both understand or
even teach others essential scriptural truths about heaven put your mind forever at rest know
the essential truths about the eternal destiny of god s people and understand heavenly truths
from a truly biblical perspective using this book
Becoming Whole and Holy 2011-02 the new testament has much to say about the day when christ
will evaluate his bride the church when all true believers in christ will see him just after
the resurrection of dead believers and the rapture of living believers according to the bible
this event could even occur today are you ready for it for many centuries christians have been
confused about the timing participants seriousness purpose and final outcome of this great
divine evaluation of the church is it the next revealed event on god s calendar will all
christians be involved or only leaders is this event distinct from god s judgment of
unbelievers is this a judgment to determine a person s eternal salvation or eternal reward
will this event be essentially positive or will it involve punishment for disobedience what
effects will this judgment have afterwards in christ s kingdom the judgment seat of christ was



originally written as dr samuel l hoyt s doctoral dissertation and has now been revised and
updated to answer these relevant questions from scripture with careful balanced and thorough
exegesis the judgment seat of christ addresses a vital subject of eternal significance for
every christian
One Flesh 2007-05-05
Every Tribe and Tongue 2011-04-01
More Than a Sunday Faith 2014-08-01
HEAVEN and LIFE BEYOND the GRAVE 2018-06-19
The Judgment Seat of Christ 2024-04
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